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The Monthly Observations 

    for April 2023 

  

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for this month.  They profile 

“April” in spiritual, energetic and numerological terms.  The aim is to help you 

process what emerges through a wider lens where that’s needed.  Implicit in 

this is intuition; how we interface with the world of energy.  Thoughts, feelings, collective vibes 

influence everything.   

These Observations can be worth reading with This Year’s forecast.  It’s due to offer noticeable 

invites to channel your next gear.   

Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;  

read about this year;  and/or 

visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier. 

 

Recapping last month…  

“March” seemed cut through, albeit gentler.  Did you start sorting and breaking through stuff?  This 
year is offering clarity to people; generating more of a “getting on” space.  Last month saw people 
stepping forward mentally, physically, energetically.  We are all, of course, still emerging from lock-
down.  It’s amazing what patterns and habits breed.  Within this is a sense life’s reawaking; more 
space to focus, ponder, decide.  If you found “March” continued helping you in this sense…?  
Congratulations.  Keep going!   

Read what I wrote about last month in The Archives.  Get in contact here to learn more about your 
profile.   

“March” sought change; progress on key points.  What, in your world, had a reboot?  Have you 
sensed things lightening in or around you?  This is very much part of “2023”s brief.  “7”s in its chart 

want folk linking more into soul; not so much judgment and head stuff.  It’s amazing how such things 
can weigh us down.  We often feel lighter having gleaned more about self and how life plays through 
for “I”.  Easily said!  Last month brought key planetary shifts, too.  This year seems determined to 
clear process, mind and space.  Click here to read my Observations about 2023. 

 

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations?  order your files here… 

 

Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone or email consultations.  Every 

format is just as effective.  To book or ask a question, contact Fran here.   

ps… Fran’s not on email all of the time.  Call or sms for a prompt reply. 

 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/about-2023/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/about-2023/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/audio-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
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“APRIL”S PROFILE 

Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart.  Outlined below are this 

“April”s key aspects followed by some Observations. 

This Month’s Chart 

  each year in 2023 

Birth Number - what we’re here to learn, become & exemplify again 4 2027/2 

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point 29/2 138/3 

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things 33/6 2165/5 

  

This “April”s numerological tally…. 

Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count.  

Examining a chart from this angle helps us understand what’s going on.  It doesn’t, in itself, signal 

“positive” or “negative”.  What we can find jarring comes to promote better states of being.  A count 

like this can help explain things.   

The tally for this month is: 

Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frequency 3 5 9 6 1 2 2 3 2 2 

When a number presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) tend 

to increase.  Let’s look at how this month could present in your world….. 

“April”s birth numbers are “4” and “2027/2” 

    further reinforcement of platforms and self 

“4” marks foundations; “2” reveals more about the stances “I”, “you”, “we”, “them”.  “4” wants 

people’s bases healthy – of a good calibre and depth.  It can be a phase that overhauls whatever 

isn’t constructive now.  “2027” travels through “11” as it reduces to “2”.  “Eleven” flags truth as a 

universal current; a zone where all selves are nurtured in that.  Together, these vibes speak of 

perspectives coming into better-grounded/-rounded alignment.   

“4” can prompt reviews of how, why, where and what we’re up to.  Life only does this to guide selves 

to make better headway, somehow, than they had been.  “4” also denotes assumptions, projections - 

that includes planning and forecasting things.  Are your forward views and/or frameworks as good as 

they can be?  We can always tweak again somewhere, somehow.  That’s the nature of growth.  It’s 
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endless.  “Four” can unfold like a building inspector checking best practice prevails.  It’s all about the 

base; how we launch rockets; and ensuring everything’s in line and bullseyes are hit.   

“Four” also flags awareness and all that ensues when that plays through.  The Divine is vested in all 

layers of self.  Everything’s geared towards balance, peace, fairness.  Through peaks, troughs – what 

is and what isn’t - we come to embrace goodness as the key to growth that feels fitting on every 

level.  We only witness that when we nurture small and great in inner and outer realms.  Where 

might life help along these lines as you journey through this “April”?  Make time to check stances re 

what’s next on your path - your own or other people’s – to embrace the best of next.  This doesn’t 

always need enormous steps.  Such is the joy of working with flow, spiritually.   

Teeny weeny steps can prove rightness just as much as big ones do.  We’re each dared, of course, to 

constantly live to, respect and honour gut feel.  The main thing is “try”.  We’re not just here to 

receive even though that’s key in manifesting.  Through small steps and breath, we help Source 

guide all well.  It’s a bit like playing poker: success asks self to show its hand.  “4”s also build, bit by 

bit, knowing best interests will always be served.  Human goals aren’t always fully sated but that’s 

how life ensures egoic self’s released.  Universal will always prevails.  Focused longer term, Source 

supports to keep life in check.  Life doesn’t always play out as pleasant yet self only worries outside of 

connection. That doesn’t mean bad stuff doesn’t exist.  Yet breath and long-term focus often help 

tension shift.   

“2027” is concerned with positions – yours, mine, every-one’s and -thing’s.  How are you standing?  

What is your purpose, place, value in things?  Have you “found” it yet – i.e. remembered that you 

are whole?  We are all perfectly imperfect.  What are others channelling and, therefore, revealing to 

you as being possible (or not)?  Can you position more effectively – spiritually, constructively - in 

space?  “11” can nudge self to partner with life more consciously to spur balanced growth.  We 

manifest best having made room to receive.  Egoic self’s a one-topic thinker.  Progress and release 

can happen at the same time.  Hence, this “April” could reveal how you could multi-skill more as an 

influencer.   

“202” flags the need for space to witness – make sense of life – so as to sense what to do.  Releasing 

what’s loud and skewing focus helps selves determine what’s best to be and do.  Only egoic stances 

and rhythms make that an exclusive sphere.  It’s possible to think of all at the same time – i.e. 

actually create total win-win.  “April”s six “3”s could find you realising such things deeper, stronger, 

wider again.  Choosing to be guided by the highest ensures we attract and create what’s “best”.  

“Three” means “creating” and “getting sharper”.  These streams can also run side by side.  This 

month seems sure to help folk in this sense.  Through this, creation gets to reboot, heal and clear 

whatever isn’t well-aligned.   

“11” and “7” are interesting wavelengths, often delivering more soul-full-ness.  All numbers do this 

but some are more pointed in how they invite self to grow “up”.  We constantly choose the level of 

being we’re offering, thinking, encouraging.  “Double one” often triggers a noticeable increase in 

focus and resilience.  We’re all partly soul and part egoic.  Both of these aspects play a part in 

healthy growth.  Limit helps selves sense where to step free but only when they remember they 
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have choice.  “1” says “back your horse” – respectfully, care-fully - in a way that transmutes lower-

level vibes.  It comes to encourage more inclusive creation.  That needs self valuing integrity as its 

guide.   

Leadership is “1”.  Honesty also.  Where can you channel these wavelengths more?  Reviewing the 

above, “April” seems likely to help people step more truly, lightly, somehow.  In planning and 

engaging, “2” teaches people how to relate globally in ways that cater to all essential needs.  

Surrendering self-ness helps us do this more consistently.  That needn’t mean abandoning ambitions.  

We’re multi-skillers.  Concurrent threads are possible.  The world needs everyone listening and 

offering in ways that are open.  Through this, we deliver what is needed in a way that supports all of 

life equally.  Don’t be surprised if this month shows you how to value-add as a future loving being.   

One thing’s for sure: “April ‘23” looks certain to trigger meaningful progress and change.  I could save 

this para for the M.O. section given that “11” also presents on that level.  This month’s “7” birth 

number prompts me to place it here.  “Seven” flags the point self aims higher; consciously connects 

and values soul.  Doing this links us into universal wisdom, beyond what we think, believe, know.  

This helps us clear, heal and understand past, present, roads ahead.  As we do this, we begin to 

channel bigger picture, higher-level wisdom.  Returning to nothing taps self into everything.  Divinely-

referenced energy work always adds value.   

Inside and out, everything’s connected.  We forget such things often.  Healthy focus and breath 

always grow what’s really essential.  It’s amazing what can shift when we choose to release every-one 

and -thing, just for a second.  This month seems sure to help you reboot and intuit more spiritually.  

That always triggers some sort of breakthrough, even if only perceptual.  Yet this is the stuff all of 

life is made of.  Everything births from what we know, think and feel.  Implicit in this is a greater 

sense that all is “right”.  Everything shapes long-term “success”.  By learning through what’s lower, 

life helps us aim higher.  Achievement, of course, isn’t one-dimensional.   

 

Fran’s Clearing Cards® help you connect 

Life flows best when we let go of egoic self.  Mind can pull us off-

track at times.  Taking time to reboot makes a difference.  

Everything’s linked and explained, assuming we give that the chance to occur.  Psychic & 

Energy Work’s Clearing Cards® carry two levels of message.  Either or both can help 

you shift and intuit more.  To purchase or read more, go through to my Shop. 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
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This month’s M.O.s are “29/2” and “138/3” 

   two subtle “11/2”s will nudge selves to embrace more of what’s truth 

“2” is a zone that helps eyes to open.  “9” is a sphere which sorts things out.  “3” makes for more 

intuiting – therefore, insights about all sorts of stuff.  “Three” is “create”, revealing self as magnet; 

more about how we attract and repel.  Receiving’s the stance required to birth goodness.   “8” flags 

“success” as that moment life feels fitting/right again.  All of these rhythms could play through 

“April” as we progress to the 28th.  Where do you sense things could shift for the better?  Don’t 

struggle with life.  Witness to shape and embrace it. 

“Two” also speaks of socialisation; a zone we can relish or want to flee.  Rules, customs, morés, 

gatherings….  What fits you well?  To whom or what are you allergic?  Knowing your place, value and 

purpose often present to work through at “2”.  Expression is potent as outcome in “3” zones - daring 

to allow that on every level.  Everything informs when we allow it.  “Bad” only emerges to help 

issues heal and clear.  Easy to write but we keep stuff in balance by viewing up’s and down’s as 

something to ride with.  Life, as a sine wave, requires expression; uttering that gets issues resolved.  

Not always out loud; some days, perhaps.  Everything has a spiritual role.   

So, there’s no need to fear what mind or mouth can offer when we understand it’s there for a 

reason.  This doesn’t mean we ’d always choose what we’re offered.  We all prefer pleasant, positive 

views.  Heaviness only comes because of what first caused it.  Lower level rhythms seek release.  

Where might space and breath help you connect and clear down views and restriction?  We can all 

overly connect to and channel egoic dynamics.  They’re potent life drivers.  Many are unconscious.  

This month’s two “11/2”s and “six 3”s could see certain truths calling for air. 

You know, “11” forges; helps us understand, channel and accept self all over again.  That’s a universal 

quality trait; not isolated to one personality.  Egoic or soul, self-ness is a rhythm that presents 

constantly.  We can understand all once we’ve trodden the same path.  Connecting to divine 

wisdom, hence guidance, helps a person access this.  Doing this helps us respond maturely, fairly, as 

value add.  Spirituality is an objective offering, experience, space.  Separating person from dynamic 

can help selves engage effectively.  It guides us out of all the limited “you” v “me” stuff into better co-

creating positions.   

“1” is adult grounded in fairness.  What might “April” reveal on this?  By looking past the surface, 

we help ourselves become more constructive mentors, engagers, offerers.  “Double one” boosts 

clarity especially when energetic health is nurtured.  It’s the big picture revealed in ways that help us 

fathom more again somehow.  Through this, life helps self get wiser in its continually shifting and 

evolving worlds.  This month could highlight how to place yourself as a player, creator, mentor, 

shaper.  Dare to explore and witness to grow good.  It’s often from this point that we live life as true 

“me”.  “11” spurs growth, maturing and, within that, the shedding of now-redundant child-ish skin.   

Another point…?  Life is forever onwards and upwards, out of egoic habits and vibes.  At each new 

level, self soon settles in to foster new stuckness.  That’s rarely intended.  It’s “just” a by-product of 

familiarity.  Through egoic vibes we witness and learn how to best get to our “what is”.  There’s no 
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need to learn when divinely connected.  We’re already sensing all there is to know.  Dissonance 

invites self to step lighter, higher.  “Double one” elicits the “I”, “me”, “my” we’re here to channel.  

Discovery, then, is signalled for this “April”.  This augers well.  The pathway’s always up.  So?  Do and 

be what you value, know and sense.  Authenticity is what makes goodness birth and last.   

To sum….  “29/2” and “138/3” are about to help folk learn about and become more spiritual “4” and 

“2027/2”.  More groundedness, preparedness, etc; universally valued value-adding; bigger picture 

views.  New South Wales has just had an election.  Big shifts in votes and, therefore, what comes next 

(it’s hoped).  Is care coming back?  Growth is only one goal but how does each person define that?  

Wealth is not just a monetary figure.  It matters, yes, but so do aesthetics - within this, ethics, 

moods, treatments….  Where might your world get real(-er)?  This year and month could well assist 

you to manifest better collectively again.  Everything’s connected and impacted by what each 

individual takes in, values and projects.  

 

************** 

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone 

… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work.  Life can present in ways that stun, often 

just as we need to stay grounded.  Via phone, video or email, I tune in to help you understand and 

clear.  Sessions are recorded so that you can revisit the guidance you’re given.   

To enquire or make a booking, click here. 

Read google reviews here 

************** 

 

 

“April”s reality numbers are “33/6” and “2165/5” 

    through stretching awareness, the universe helps us heal and grow 

“33/6” is a master number focused upon healing and processing things.  Authenticity is its key 

output.  We can’t get to real peace ‘til that’s what we’re emitting.  Through this, life helps us co-

create more love, care, concern as world needs now.  “Three” and “6”, together, speak of space to 

process whatever needs attention, in the name of getting the balance right.  As master number, 

“33/6” can up the ante on such things.  Interestingly, the “5”s in “2165/5” could amplify or counter 

this.   

Where “6” feels supportive, “5” can seem care-less – a stripped, abrupt, “get on with it” zone.  By 

leaving people to ”it”, Source helps individuals dive a little deeper; discover more of their strengths 

and potential.  “Five” is change, variety, adventure.  It always seeks newness in some form.  All 

numbers call for spiritual being.  That, of course, isn’t always offered.  Every moment presents choice 

and newness.  Every second, options to view.  We don’t always remember this.  Some days, it can 

seem as if there is no choice at all.  Yet, even here, we’re buyers, choosers, enablers, impactors.  

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://search.google.com/local/reviews?placeid=ChIJ2RRaQQiwEmsRzEJjLGVl9fM
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Models and opinions can propose life’s x, y, z.  The zone “2000”s is challenging that and, in the 

process, pushing buttons and stretching mindsets.   

We are only puppets, victims, powerless for as long as we think we are.  “5” is “you can” and “life 

always supports you”.  Self’s sense of this increases the more it spiritually connects.  Implicit in this is 

intuition; learning to respect and work with gut feel.  Dare to be true to what you sense.  It’s only 

ever presenting to help.  Humanity is still learning these facts.  Thousands of centuries have 

suggested otherwise.  Mind is amazing but intuition beats it, especially when it’s moored in divine 

wavelengths.  The universe has everyone’s back all the time, all at once – nothing is missed.  It 

functions as conductor, passing on its wisdoms so as to get essential needs met.  We’re all “simply” 

players in a larger picture.  The more we know how divine guidance presents, the better we share in 

life as an amazing journey.   

So?  Dare to spend some time, this month, linking into the highest, widest, purest vibes.  Source – the 

Divine, Universe, etc – communicates constantly and big time.  Give It the space to do this in your 

world.  Don’t hold that only to moments which are “spiritual”.  By helping you, Source ensures that 

every-thing and -body journeys well, too.  Win-win’s the goal and ultimate outcome.  We’re all living 

short-term no matter the length.  “2165/5” could see certain views stretching in ways that enable 

more soul-level self.  This month and year, as zones, are abundant.  Lack is not a given unless egoic 

self’s driving.  Negativity, limit, tension, fear, doubt and stuckness are signs that we “just” need to 

clear. 

 

What about your chart? 

We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and 

last birthday.  I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your 

personal chart.  Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition 

through all sorts of things.  They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can 

occur when we do this.   

Contact to book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena; 

Organise meditation sessions and files, and audio files; 

  Buy my Clearing Cards®; 

    Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;  

      Check out my courses;  

        Read some articles; and  

Listen to some extra snippets about this month as of Monday 3rd.  They might help you place what 

happened last month and/or kick into this new phase well.  Click here to hear what I posted for 

February.  I forgot to record thoughts for “March”.  Ooops and sorry. 

 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product-category/meditation-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/audio-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/learn/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/learn/
https://app.box.com/s/2otgxw9hif95hh7dt9ditknnu8ke8mcq?_ga=2.121260940.508780582.1679617580-891877228.1679617580
https://app.box.com/s/2otgxw9hif95hh7dt9ditknnu8ke8mcq?_ga=2.121260940.508780582.1679617580-891877228.1679617580
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Wishing you a spiritually abundant April 

contact Psychic & Energy Work with questions or booking requests 

 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/

